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The ProblemB Natural language (NL) is not, prima faie, well-suited for querying and managing data orinformation stored in a relational database (DB) or a knowledge base (KB), let alone forengaging in knowledge representation (KR) tasks.B On the other hand, formal query languages (like SQL, onjuntive queries, relational algebraor Datalog) and KR formalisms like desription logis (DLs) have an unambigous syntaxand semantis, together with a well-de�ned expressivity.B It would be desirable to reah a trade-o� between a restrited expressivity and the intuitivemeaning of everyday speeh for managing data.
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Compositionality (1)B A general framework for linking NL to logis is formal semantis.B It provides the mathematial grounding for de�ning a formal model-theoreti semantis(FS) for NL. Moreover, it explains how to do this following the priniple of omposition-ality: semantis = lexial semantis + phrase struture.B The idea is to de�ne a ompositional translation � (satisfying some onditions) from NLto a logi that, when omposed with the interpretation funtion J:K mapping this logi tosome FS, yields an interpretation J:K� mapping NL to this FS.B Compositional translations map NL utteranes to logi formulas alled meaning repre-sentations (MRs). Typially, �rst order logi (FOL) is enrihed with lambda alulusexpressions and syntati omposition is modelled by means of lambda appliation ([7℄).
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Compositionality (2)

NL Logi FS� J:K
J:K� = J:K Æ �
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Why Constraining English?B We believe that using a subset of, say, English with a limited voabulary and a restritedsyntax an ontribute in takling the problem of managing data with NL by onstrainingthe syntati and semanti behaviour of English.B This intuitively meaningful fragment will disallow ambiguity and ompositionally translateinto some logi { in our ase, a KR logi and a formal query language.B This approah has to be aompanied by a thorough study of the expressive power of theontrolled language, sine we want it to be as expressive as the query languages and theKR languages, but not more.B This involves ombining two heretofore di�erent approahes to the issue: ontrolled lan-guages and fragments of English.
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Controlled LanguagesB Controlled languages (CLs) are fragments of NL (say, of English), with a limited lexi-on and set of grammar rules over whih onstraints are set to ontrol the behaviour ofomponents, both syntatially and semantially.B Their main aim is to perform KR (and data management) tasks in NL (e.g. AttemptoControlled English, f. [3, 6℄).B Their grammar (and ultimately their semantis) is engineered in suh a way that everysentene has a unique parse and a MR (up to logial equivalene) belonging to some KRformalism or query language.
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Fragments of EnglishB Pratt and Third in [9, 10, 11, 8℄ de�ne a family of fragments of English and studies themw.r.t. expressive power.B A fragment of English is some (intuitively meaningful) subset of English, de�ned by limitingto a strit minumum grammar rules, that ompositionally tranlates into a fragment of FOL.B COP, the minimal fragment, deals only with opula, negation, nouns (ommon and proper)and existential and universal quanti�ation. COP+TV+DTV extends the overage totransitive verbs and distransitive verbs. Other fragments are built by extending overageto other words and syntati onstruts.B Expressive power is de�ned in terms of that of the underlying meaning representationlogi (a FOL fragment).
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Building the FragmentsB Syntati onstruts:COP = Copula, ommon and proper nouns, negation,universal and existential quanti�ers.TV = Transitive verbs (e.g. "reads").DTV = Distransitive verbs (e.g., "gives").REL = Relative pronouns (i.e., "who", "that", "whih", et.).RA = Restrited (intrasentential) anaphora.GA = Generalized anaphora.B COP: Every philosopher is a man ; 8x [phi losopher(x)! man(x)℄Sorates is a philosopher ; phi losopher(Sorates)) Sorates is a man ; ) man(Sorates)
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Complexity of Fragments (Pratt & Third 2003)Fragment Deision lass for satis�abilityCOP PCOP+TV+DTV PCOP+REL NP-CompleteCOP+REL+TV EXPTIME-CompleteCOP+REL+TV+DTV NEXPTIME-CompleteCOP+REL+TV+RA NEXPTIME-CompleteCOP+REL+TV+GA undeidable
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DL-Lite and Lite EnglishB Desription logis are deidable fragments of FOL spei�ally oneived for delaring,queriyng and reasoning over knowledge bases.B Their formal properties are well known.B They have the advantage that for some reasoning tasks they are more eÆient than FOL(f. [1℄).B What we need now is to hoose the best-suited for querying { DL-Lite (f. [4℄).
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DL-Lite (1)B Let A = fAi ji 2 Ng and R = fRi ji 2 Ng be two ountable sets of primitive onept androle symbols. Let K = fi ji 2 Ng be a set of onstants.B DL-Lite left (B) and right (C) hand side onepts are then de�ned as follows:B ::= Aj9Rj9R�jB u B:C ::= Bj:Aj:9Rj:9R�j9R : Cj9R� : C:B And DL-Lite ABox (A) and TBox (T ) assertions as follows:A ::= B(K)jR(K;K)jA(K):T ::= B v C:B A DL-Lite knowledge base (KB) is a set of ABox and TBox assertions.
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DL-Lite (2)B DL-Lite orresponds to a tratable fragment of FOL.B This is beause operators suh as, for instane, negation and the universal and existentialquanti�ers annot be used freely.B TBox satis�ability is in P and query answering is LOGSPACE in data omplexity (i.e., onthe number of onstants in the ABox), when we onsider simple onjuntive queries (CQs)over the KB.B Using DL-Lite as a meaning representation formalism means that reasoning tasks an bearried out eÆiently by means of tools suh as QONTO (f. Calvanese et al. [5℄).
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Conjuntive QueriesB A simple onjuntive query (CQ) is an expression of the form:q(~x) r1(~y1); :::; rn(~yn):B The ri 's, for i 2 [1; n℄, alled relations, are DL-Lite basi onept and relation symbols. ~xis a possibly empty �nite sequene of distinguished variables. The ~yi 's, for i 2 [1; n℄, are�nite sequenes of variables. The variables of ~x must our among the ri 's, for i 2 [1; n℄(safeness).B CQs and KBs share the same alphabet of onepts, onstants and relations.
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Lite English (1)B Lite English is the ontrolled language we are developing to manage data following theapproah set above: by onstraining English so that expressive power oinides exatlywith the one required by the data management tasks involved.B It is divided in two fragments: (i) the delarative fragment and (ii) the fragment ofquestions.B The former should ompositionally translate into DL-Lite Abox and TBox assertions, theseond to CQs.B This implies (trivially) that Lite English and DL-Lite share the same expressive power.
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Lite English (2)B Lite English must allow (in its delarative fragment), for instane, negation only overnouns, adjetives and verbs in prediate position (but not over VP's or any other reursiveomponent), sine DL-Lite only allows for negation on right hand side onepts of onlyertain kinds { a very restrited use.B It allows for a ontrolled use of relative pronouns.B This is ahieved as with other CLs by onstraining the behaviour of omponents (subat-egorization).B This harateristi, subategorization, is independant of the grammar formalism. We havetried a ategorial grammar (CG) (f. Bernardi et al. [2℄) and a uni�ation phrase struturegrammar (UPSG). (f. [12℄).
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Expressive Power of DL-Lite

�COP+TV+DTV
�COP DL-Lite
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Expressive Power of Lite EnglishB Sine Lite English inherits the expressiveness of DL-Lite itself, its satis�ability problem isin P. Likewise, its querying problem falls under LOGSPACE.B Moreover, it allows for a restrited use of relative lauses without yielding a state explosion.B This is relevant, sine the addition of relatives to COP or COP+TV+DTV yields un-tratability.B This omes from the fat that relative pronouns are onstrained in their use both in subjetand prediate position, thus preluding full-blown gap-�ller dependenies.
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ConlusionsB We have de�ned a CL, Lite English, based on the KR logi DL-Lite sharing its expressivepower, hene tratable.B It is therefore suitable for representing and managing data in a way similar to DL-Lite, butin a way understandable for a asual end-user.B This is good news, sine in this way we have bridged the gap between CLs and the expres-sivity required by the tasks they are oneived.B This is just a �rst step. Now, we have to deal with the problem of inreasing overagewithout going beyond those tight expressivity bounds.
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An Example - COP (1)Syntax Rules MR (= �)IP! NP I0 (�(NP))�(I0) B� �(IP)I0 ! is a N �(I) = �(N)I0 ! is not a N �(I) = :�(N)NP! PropN �(NP) = �(PropN)NP! Det N (�(Det))�(N) B� �(NP)
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An Example - COP (2)Lexion MR (= �)N! woman �(N) = �x(woman)xN! man �(N) = �x(man)xN! human �(N) = �y(human)xPropN! Mary �(PropN) = �P (P )mDet! every �(Det) = �P�Q8x [(P )x ! (Q)x ℄Det! no �(Det) = �P�Q8x [(P )x ! :(Q)x ℄Det! some �(Det) = �P�Q9x [(P )x ^ (Q)x ℄
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An Example - COP (3)IP
NP

PropN
Mary

is a I0
N

woman
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An Example - COP (4)IP
NP

�(PropN) = �P (P )m
Mary

is a I0
�(N) = �x(woman)x

woman
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An Example - COP (5)S
�(NP) = �P (P )m

�(PropN) = �P (P )m
Mary

is a �(I0) = �x(woman)x
�(N) = �x(woman)x

woman
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An Example - COP (6)�(IP) = (woman)m

�(NP) = �P (P )m
�(PropN) = �P (P )m

Mary
is a �(I0) = �x(woman)x

�(N) = �x(woman)x
woman


